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NATIONAL BUREAU OF ,STANDARDS

The National Bureau of Standards' was established by an act of Congress on March 3, 1901.

The Bureau's overall goal is to strengthen and advance the Nation's science and technology

and facilitate their effective applicatidn f?r public benefit. To this end, The Bureau conducts

research and provides: (1) a basis for the Na n's physical measurement system, (2) scientific

and technological services for industry and overnment, (3) a technical basis for equity in

trade, and (4) technical services to promote blic safety. The Bureau's technical work is per-

formed by the National Meastitement Laboratory, the National Engineering Laboratory, and

the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology.

THE NATIONAL MEASUREMENT LABORATORY provides the national system of

physical and chemical and material); measurement; coordinates the system with measurement

systems of other nations and furnishes essential services leading to accurate and uniform

physical and chemical measurement throughout the Nation's scientific community, industry,

and commerce; conducts materials research leading to improved methods of measurement,

standards, and data on the properties ofmaterials needed by industry, commerce, educational

institutions, and Government; provides advisory and research services to other Government

agencies; develops,, produces, and distributes Standard Reference Materials; and provides

calibration services. The Laboratory consists of the following centers:.

Absolute Physical 'QUantities2 Radiation Research Chemical Physics

Analytical Chemistry Materials Science

THE NATIONAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY provides technology and technical ser-

vices to the pubtc and private sectors to address national needs and to .solve national

problems; conducts research* in Agincering and applied science in support of these efforts;
and maintains competence in the nbcessary diiciplines required to carry out this

research and technical service; develops engineering data and measurement capabilities;

provides engineering measurement traceability services; develops test methods and proposes

engineering standards and code changes; develops and proposes new engineering practices;

and develops and improves mechanisms to transfer rbsults of its research to thy ultimate user.

The Laboratory consists of the following centers: -

Applied Mathematics Electronics and Electrical Engineerine Manufacturing

Engineering Building Technology Fire Research Cheifiical Engineering2

THE INSTITUTE FOR COMPUTER SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY conducts

_research and provides scientific an4 technical services to aid Federal agencies in the selection,

acquisition, application, and use of computer technology to improVe effectiveness and

economy in Government operations in accordance with Public Law 89-306 (40 1JA.C. 759),

relevant Executive Orders, and other directives; carries out this mission by managing the

Federal Information Processing Standards Program, developing Federal ADP standards

guidelines, and managing Federal participation in ADP voluntary standardisation activities;

provides scientific and technological advisory services and assistance to Federal agencies; and

provides the technical foundation for computer-related policies of the Federal Government.

The Institute 'consists of the following centers:

Programming Science and Technology-- Computer Systems Engineering.

'Headquarters and Laboratories at Gaithersburg, wip, unless otherwise noted;

mailing address Washington, DC 20234.
'Some divisions within the center are located at Boulder, CO 80303.
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. Reports on Computer Science and Technology

The National BUreau of Standards has a special responsibility within the Federal

Government for computer science and technology activities. The 'programs of the

NBS Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology are designed to provide ADP

standards, guidelines, and technical advisory, services to imprpve the effectiveness

of comppter utilization in the Federal sector, and to perform appropriate research

and development efforts as foundation' for such activities and programs. This

publication series will report these NBS efforts/to the Federal computer community as

well as to interested specialists in the academic and private sectors. Those wishing

to receive notices of publications in this series should complete and return the form

at the end of this publication.
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- 'ASSESSMENT OF TECHNIQUES FOR EVALUATING COMPUTER SYSTEMS
4

FOR FEDERAL AGENCY PROCUREMENTS

Helen Letmanxi

ABSTRACT

10* primailr purpose bf this document is the
fdenWication and qualitative assessment of computer system
evaluatiOn:tephniqueS for use during acquisition of computer
sysiem*.. Also addressed 36 the identificaqpn of
visit/PH:it Olich these. alternatiVe evaluation techniqueimay be compared 4,14- selected. The concepts presented in
this study are applicpble to all. 'sizes of general purpose
computers, ' from microcomputers to mainframes. Embedded orsingle - purpose computers, such as -those used in weapofit
systems, have been excluded.

-a
O.

Keywords: Acquisition; ' benchmarking; eiraluation;
instruction timing analysis;'` modeling; prototyping;
rating charts analysis; systei selection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose
f,

The primary purpose of this report is the
identification dnd qualitative assessment of computer system
evaluation techniques for use during acquisition of computer
systems. Also addressed is the identification of several
criteria by which these alternptive evaluation. techniques
may be compared and ,selected. A future NBS guideline will
address' related issues' dealing with acquiring computer
services.

Within the general goal of obtaining' and managing) the
most suitable and cost- effective computer systems tot-meet
users' requirements, evaluation techniques may be used for
several, reasons. They include:

1. Determination of whether a candidate system 'can meet
the specified funetVonal and performance requirements
for the anticipated workload. The performance
requirements. are usually expressed by such attributes.
as:

(a) response time (a specified time in which a

minimum 'percentage of responses are made under
_specified conditions);

(b) maximum time to process a specified workload;

(c) workload processed in a given time,

2. Determipation of the amount of additional capacity,

beyond the stated requirements, that is available on a
proposed system. Such additional capacity. may be

measured as:

4

(a) percentage of CPU power not used;

(b) .potential increased throughput, i.e.;

additional interactive transactions which may
be processed within the specified responge
time.

3. Comparative ranking of candidate systems in a

competitive acquisition. 4

J. Identification, of potential bottlenecks in a candidate
system.

8



Determination of the%appropriate size of a candidate
. system.

6. Incorporation in acceptance test procedure's.

7. Monitoring the performance of an installed system.

While all of these reasons may be useful tnd valid,
this study is primarily focused on the determination of
required functional and performance capability and available
additional capacity on the vendors' proposed system as part
of the acquisition process. The other uses listed have been
considered only in terms of additional benefit to be gained-
from using a given technique.

With the rapid advances in the cost/performance of
microcomputer-related technology, the issue of end-user
productivity becomes increasingly important. This Issue
will only be indirectly addressed in this report. However,
it is important to realize that, as new ways of using
computehs become established, it will becbme necessary to
address end-user productivity more directly in computer
perforiance evaluation. This issue is addressed by the
National Bureau' of Standards in a series of reports
including a recently published document [G183] on agency
experiences with microcomputers.

1.2 Background
4

The objective of any procurement is the identification
and acquisition of the most appropriate and cost-effective
computer systems available to 'meet the specified
requirements,. Within the .context of an emphasis on
fostering competition, a number of approaches have been used
to evaluate candidate computer systems. One of these
ap4oaches is benchmarking.

Benchma.rking (the measurement of the performance of a

candidate system under actual or simulatedt,workload) is the
most widely accepted method of evaluating computer systems
for Federal agency procurements. It is generally considered
to provide a fair and unbiased live test demonstration of
candidate Computer systems.

andthe growth in numbers of, smaller and less
expensive systems and ,the increasing use of distributed
.systems has raised qukstions about whether or not
benchmarking is cost-effective. The length- of the
acquisition cycle in thq Federal government has also made
benchmarking less usefU, due to the lower long-range
accuracy of workload forecasting and representation.

-3-
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It is the recognitiOn that benchmark costs are

increasing, in addition to'theirAuestionable accuracy,- that
has promted, this study. The concepts, _presented in this
study are applicable to ail sizes of general purpose
computers', from picrocomputers to mainframes'' Embedded or
'single-purpose computers, such as those: used, in weapon
systems, have-'been excluded.

The information presented in this guide is base'd on an

'extensive review of the relevant literature, both technical
and regulatory (Appendix A), and on a series of interviews
with representatiVes of Federal agencies and vendor

organizattods (Appendix 't) with, , experience; in using
benchmarking and other evaluation technique's.

1.3 ADP Acquisition Process

A detailed description of the--1*DP' system acquisition
process is not within the scope of this report. However, it
is important to identify how the selection of an -evaluation
technique(s) fits into this _process. The selection of
evaluation technique(s) is performed-as an integral part of
the Evaluation Plan and Strategy phase of the acquisition
process. In general, the acquisition process involyes six

main components:'

1. Studies and ApproVals. Feasibility studies,

approvals, resource sharing and consolidation studies,

fundipg studies, etc. are generally' performed as the first
step, often in response to internal and/or-, external

regulations.

2. Definition of User_ Requirements and Technical
Specifications._ User requirements provide the basis for the
Request for Proposal (RFP), and for the evaluatiOn and

selection procedures. Development, of technical
--specifications (based on user requirements), wOich will be
released to all interested' vendors, is a crucial_part of the

process.

3. Evaluation Plan and Strategy. An evaluation plan

describes the cost and technical factors that are to be
evaluated and the strategy-for conducting the evaluation.
As part of this phase, the objebtives of the evaluation
should be'clearly defined, that is, the agency, requirements
or technical specifications the agency is intended to

evaluate. Once the evaluation objectives are identified,
the technique(s) for testing them can be selected.

4. Preparation and :Release of the RF. The RFP

combines the user requirements and technical specifications
with the evaluation criteria, evaluation pakage, and

, -4-



contractual requirements. The RFP is *released, usually
followed by vendor questions and subsequent amendments to
the RFP.

5: - Evaluation of Proposals. Proposal evaluation is ',,,,

the process by wh1cb' the procuring agency determines th.e
extent to, which the hardware 'and software' configurations
proposed by the vendors meet the requirements stated in the ;

ftFP. Various techniques' are necessary to validate- those .:-

requirements- that cannot be sufficiently evaluated frOin the
vendor's written prpposal.

6. Selection and COntract Award. After an evaluation/
of each vendor's written proposal and, where appropriate,
performance testing (e.g., benchmarking), negotiatlions are

I!

held with qualifyin vendors. Subsequently, best and final .

offers are usually s licited. A.cohtract is then awarded to
the vendor who me is the requirements in the RFP, and who
offers a system that is most advantageous to the procuring
agency in terms of technical capabilities and expected life
cycle cost.

More information on these acquisition components can be
obtained from the General Services Administration, Office of
Information Resources Management, Washington, D.C. 20405.

1.4 Planning for Uncertainty

This study is focused on the selection of evaluation
techniques. However, a short discussion of contractual
flexibility is included, since it is advisable to plan for
the nearly inevitable gap between the forecasted and actual
workloads.

Since uncertainties must be expected in any computing
environment, the use of evaluation techniques discussed in
the following sub-sections' ,should be combined with
contractual safeguards. Inaccuracies in the workload
forecasting - and, for some evaluation techniques, the
workload representation - on which the evaluation is based
must be adjusted and accounted for during the system life.
Additionally, shifts in the economy or in other external'
factors (including the impact of technological change) may
titer the size or the composition of the workload. In the.
Federal sectorp'furthermore, changes in the law may have
similar effects.

Since the length of the Federal ADP procurement cycle
renders frequent procurements of large scale systems
impractical, the uncertainty in future workloads may be
compensated for by:

-5-
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, 1. An analysis of the proposed systems4, to determine

the sensitivity of their costs and performance to
workload fluctuations.

2. Ag.set of contractual arrangements providing for

system growth as needed..

,A

The arrangements suggested ./above should include

safeguards for both the procuring agency and the vendor(s)
to insure an appropriate rate of ,:lystem growth. RFP and

contract clauses should cover the means of determining -the

points at which system growth is desirable: and the nature of

the appropriate price adjustments. The General Services
Administration (GSA) provides suggested RFP and contract

cliuses for these purposes in their "Guidance to Federal
Agencies on the" Preparation of Specification, Selection, and
Acquisition of Autildatic Data Processibg Equipment Systems."

2. CURRENT CONSTRAINTS IN EVALUATING COMPUTER SYSTEMS

The use of evaluation techniques in the Federal

government during acquisition of computer systems is

constrained by Federal procurement regulations and DSA..

guidelines. Constraints may be defined as those factors

which limit a procuring agency's choice -of evaluation

techniques. They include:

1. Federal procurement regulations and guidelines show

a preference toward benchmarking for larg# systems.

(a) Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR

1-4.1109-21) state that simulation will not be

used as the only means of describing data

processing requirements. Also, offers should
not be considered non-responsive or
unacceptable solely on the basis of simulation
results. The same restrictions apply to

modeling. , This regulation essentially
prevents the use of simulation and modeling as
a substitute for ,benehmarking by placing
restriction on their use.

(b ) GSA's "Guidance to Federal Agencies on the

Preparation of Specification, Selection, and
Acquisition of Automatic Data Processing
Equipment Systems", Section D states that,
depending on the size and complexity of the

processing requirements, the agency will
specify either a benchmark or an operational

-6-



capabilitY de'monstration, or both.v..

There is a significant Congressional desire. Joster
Competition among vendors..

Most vendors and Federal agencies mhow a preference
toward benchmarkibg, especially in fully competitive .

procurementi:

In the private sector (GE81] much less ,Os is,,made pff
.

benchmarking and more reliance is placed on rating charts
and on the experience of other's with similar systems. Tgese
tendencies are facilitated by the following factors:

1., A full and open competition is not regularly used
to acquire computer systems.

A sh rter procurement cycle makes « errors
correc able in less time, due to simpler procedures
for a uiring computer systems.

Since th se factors do not apply to the Federal sector,
te,..is unlikely that the techniques used in the private

sector can be directly adopted by Federal agencies. .

FACTORS AfteING THE CHOICE OF EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

a

The choice of a technique or a set of technigves for
evaluating a candidate computer system should be based on
the nature of the planned system, the workloads, and the

.-type of procurement. Also, the choice should be 'based on
the objectives to be met by the use of a given evaluation
technique.

3.1 Agency-Dependent Factors

The following is a list of those agency-dependent -

factors which may ffec a procuring agency's choice of
evaluation technique: 1P

1. The size, complexity, and cost of the system;

13
Ary"-i-444
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2 The importance of.the 4ystem in .allowing the agency
to fulfill its mission;

3. The system architecture/concept (centralized vs.

distributed, batch vs. interactive);

The type of applications to be, handled (e.g.,_

compute- heavy, real-time, high degree of I/O,

balanced mix);

5. The degree of change from the current. system (e.g.,*

CPU change only, computerization of 'currently
manual apqications);

The type of procurement (e.g., sae source,

.compatible only, fully competitive, Multi-vendor
buy);

The degree of-anticipated uncePtainty;

8. The nature and level of the evaluation 'skill's which
are possessed by the procuring agency staff er"*-
which are readily available to the agency from
other sources.

3.2 General Factors

This' section identifies general criteria (non-agency

dependent) for selecting one on more evaluation techniques

to be used in a given procuremen.t.

3.2.1 Conformance with Federal Procurement Regulations

a

Conformance with federal procurement regulations is the
degree to which the use of a given technique for a specific

procurement adheres to the regulations and/or guidance
promulgated by OMB, GSA, and GAO.

3.2.2 Accuracy

cL\

Accuracy is the degree to which the results of an

evaluation techn que approximate the behavior :of the system

under actual conditions.. In the extreme, the most accurate
evaluation technique would consist of running the full
workload on the candidate system for the entire system life)
However, the aim oe an evaluation should not be the greatest



degree of accuracy but, rather the greatest degree which is
cost-effective.

Accuracy depends on the nature of the ,technique (e.g.,
benchmarking may be inherently more ac- curate than simulation
because the real computer sy-steT is used) and the quplity
and effectiveness with which the technique is impleme1ted.
Accuracy contributes to perceived fairness an'd affects the
total system cost (via the savings associated with an
accurately selected system or, conversely, -the additional
cost of an inaccurately selected one).

The accuracy of an evaluation technique may be
estimated 45n the basis of empirical tests of the technique
and of past experience with that techglque for similar
systems.

3.2.3 Cost

The cost of using an evaluation technique is the total
amount of money spent, by both the vendot and the procuring
agency, to apply it to a candidate system, It is clearly
desirable to minimize the total system cost (over the
expected system-life) rather thab just the evaluation cost.
Th'e evaluation technique selected on grounds of evaluation
cost may not be the least expensive, overall. An
inaccurately selected system can be more costly than a
suitable one.

by:
The cost of using an evaluation technique' is affected

1. The ease of using the technique; i.e., the amount
of effort (prepOration, training and application)
required to apply it to a candidate system.

2. The time needed to use the technique, i.e., the
amount added- to .the procurement time in order to'
apply the technique.

.3.. The flexibility of the technique; i.e., its
ability to be used on different types of systems,
on different sizes of systems (expandibility)
and/or at different stages (such as selection,
sizing, acceptance and operation) of a system's
life cycle. All else being equal, a more flexible
technique will result in lower cost over the long
term, due to the distribution of training and other
costs over several applications,, and should thus be
preferred, /

-9- 15
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The cost of applying a given evaluation technique may

be a deciding factor in the acceptability of the technique
to the vendor(s) and the' procuring agency. The cost to both

the vendor and the procuring agency of using a spedified
techniqde in a given instance may usually be estimated with
reasonable accuracy. However, the eventual savings
resulting ,from this 'expenditure are often ,harder to

determine.

3.2.4 P,erceivedgFairnesi/Acceptability to Vendors

Perceived fdirness is the degree to which an evaluation

technique is considered not to favor vny one vendor. The

perceived fairness is a subjective factor; the most
accurate evaluation technique may not necessarily be

perceived to be the fairest one possible.

An evaluation technique is acceptable to a vendor if .

that vendor will not protest its use and is willing to
participate in,procurements in which -the technique is used.

A technique acoeptabIe to vendors should be: (1) perceived
to be fair and, (2) economical enough to the vendor(s) tO, bolr'

affordable over a series of procurements in which some.ire'
lost. Acceptability to' vendors.contributes to acceptability
to'the procuring agency by minimizing protests.

' 4

3.2.5 Ease of Understanding

V

Ease of understanding is the clarit/ with which an

evaluation technique 'Ys comprehended by someone not trained
in that technique. (For example, such techniques as

equating the quality ore system with its speed and judging
speed by instruction cycle time are usually very. easy to

understand.)

The ease of understanding an evaluation technique
depends on the nature of the techilique and on the degree to
which the syptem being procured differs from the one being
upgraded/replaced. It contributes to perceived fairness and
to the flexibility and expandability of a technique. Since
it is a subjective factor, it may be judged by those who are
responsible for using the results of an evaluation,.

-10-
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4. ASSESSMENT OF CANDIDATE EVALUATION TECHNIQUE'S

a: I

This- section presents an appraiial of several
evaluation techniques with regard to the parameters defined.
in Section 3.2. The techniques to be examined ar4:.4

f.
1: Proposal data analysis;

2. Applying experience of the evaluator(s);

3. Instruction timing analysis;

4. Rating charts analysis;

5. Analytic modeling and simulations

6. Benchmarking; and

7. 'Prototyping.

While the degree to which qpecific evaluation
techniques conform to Federal Procurement Regulations and to
GSA guidance is usually clear, the relativ* values of the
other parameteri, particularly accuracy and cost, are less
well known.

4.1 Proposal Data Analysis

Proposal data may be defined as the pricing
information, configuration descriptions, add performance,
guarantees (i.e., the guarantees that the proposed systems
will perform the specified functions at the the' specified
levels of speed and accuracy) contained in the vendors
proposal(s).

The decision to use only the information contained in
the proposal(s) submitted may, in some circumstances, be
very appropriate. This approach provides the lowest (no
additional) cost for evaluating vendors' proposed systems
and may tend to decrease the length of the procurement. It
is partiqularlY suitable for low-cost systems, where the
cost of using additional evaluation techniques may exceed
the benefit to be gained from it. In such a case, it is
particularly_ important to incorporate considerable
flexibilityWinto the contract ,as discussed in Section 1.4.



4.2 Applying Experience of the Evaluator(s)

The exper ence of the evaluator(s) consists of the
knowledge' of e candidate system(s). that they have when the
evaluation i begun and their opinions of these system(s)
based on this knowledge.

The subeess of using this technique depends exclusively
on the ability of the eitaluator'(s). Therefore, its value in
predicting performance. and capacity is likely to be moot
questionable.

This techniqUe is easy to understand, qu ck and easy to
use, and comparatively low in. cost. It doe not generally
conform with-current Federal Procurement Regulations or GSA
guidance, It is applicable to many sizes and types of,
systems at many stages in their life cycles. It is likely
to be less usable for newer systems, for which less
experience is'available.

4. Instruction Timing Analysis'

Instruction timing techniques are designed to provide
meaeUre of CPU speea, Osed on the assumption that such a
measure. bears some r-elptionship to system capacity.
Instances of the technique include CPU cycle' time
comparison, instruction execution timing, and instruction
-mixes. The first of these methods is simple, and
straightforward and will not be discussed further. The
second and third are m*Te complex and will be defined below.'

Instruction execution timing (also called the cycle-add
technique) is usually the comparison of arithmetic
instruction (normally add_ or multiply) execution times.
Instruction mixes involve. the computation of4 weighted
average of the execution times. for -a mix of instructions
which are typical of the intended applications. The weights
are deeiVed'from the measured or assumed frequencies of
instructions in the actual or planned applications. For
example, a scientific instruction mix would emphasize
arithMettc operations, while a business .mix would be
weighted toward instructions used in moving and editing
data.-

Unless the planned system will focus on heavily
compute-bound applications, instruction execution,timing is
not likely to provide a good measure of whether a candidate
system can meet the specified functional and performance
requirements. This technique is not likely to indicate the
amoudt of additionpl capacity available on a candidate
system even if the system is simply a more powerful version

-12-



of the one currently use ; i.e., only the CPU is being
upgraded.

Except in the circumstances noted, instruction
execution timing has not proven to be an accurate measure of
performance. 'It is easy to understand, quick and
inexpensivei and relatively easy to use. It generally does
not conform to Federal Procurement Regulations or G A
guidance, although its use may be acceptable in low doll r
value procurements. 'While it may be used in the source
selection phase of a system's life, even before the system\

Th itself is available, it offers no new. information which
might prompt its use during A system's operittional.life. It
may be used on any, type or,. size of system, but, as noted,
above, such. use may notlbe accurate.

Instruction executions timing will probably not be
perceived as fair, except-`in the limited circumstances
discusses) above, and thus will probably be generally
unacceptable to vendors. It does have the advantage of not".
requiring workload representation. Instruction execution
timing beQomes steadily less applicable as the ube of
networking and distributed 'processing increases, In these
processing modes, the importance of the CPU in tatal system
efficiency is decreasing [3079].

4.4 Rating Charts Analysis

Rating charts are tables listing such computer system
characteristics as CPU cycle time, speed of arithmetic
operations, memory access time, word size, and I/O rates.
They may also include measures of power based on a standard
set of benchmark problems and/or instruction mixes.
Examples are Computerworld ratings [CQ--], Auerbach ratings
[AU--], and Adams's Charts [AD--].

Like all of the evaluation techniques, rating charts
require proper use. For a system which is heavily biased
,toward one performance factor (such as numerical computation

. speed' or tape input/output), rating charts may provide some
Assistance in predicting both performance and available
additional capacity. In largpr, more complex or less
centralized sySteMs, rating charts are likely to be less
useful.

Rating charts are relatively easy to understand and to
use. For the most part, their use does not conform with
Federal Procurement Regulations or GSA guidance. They are
most useful before a system has been obtained apply to a
range of system types and sizes. Their use is not likely to,
lengthen the procurement cycle or add much to its cost.
Rating charts are sometimes perceived to be fair, Depending
on the nature of the system, and will, therefore, vary in

-13-
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acceptability to vendors.

4:5 Analytic Modeling'and Simulation

I

Analytic modeling is a mathematiCal desdription of

computer system behavior. Models may be implemented with
paper and pencil or by a computer program. The method(s)

may be statistical, probabilistic (usually based on queuing
theory), graphicalr or algorithmic (algebraic). Because of

the mathematical nature of analytic modeling, it would be
unrealistic to think in terms of developing an analytic

model from scratch. Most analytic modeling is done_with the

aid of preprogrammed analytic modeling packages. Such

packages require that the characteristics of the system be

described in terms of some input language. Four
"commercially available analytic modeling packages in' general

use are IKE83): BEST/1, SNAP, THEsolver, and ADS: Anpther

package, ACMS (AC82) was 'developed by- the Federal

government.

Simulation involves the representation of the_

processing flow of adomputer system. This representation
may be' accomplished by using simulation packages or by using

a simulation language to develop a model of the specific

system to be evaluated. Suish. development may be

accomplished in a special-purpose system simulation language
(e.g., ECSS), a general-purpose, simulation language (e.g,

GPSS, SXMSCRIPT 11.5) or a ,general - purpose programming

language (e.g.,'FORTRAN, PL/I). ECSS is one of the most

widely used simulation languages for modeling computer

systems. ECSS was developed by the Ran Corporation and

enhitnced by FEDSIM for use within the Fe eral government.
Further information on the use of ECSS can b obtained from:
FEDSIM, Department of the Air Force, Washingt n, DC 20330.

These techniques have been Combined here because their

advantages and drawbacks,are virtually identi al. Analytic
modeling or simulation can he used to ideterm e whether a

candidate -system can meet the specified' functional and
performance requirements for the expected workload, as well

as the, amount of additional capacity of the .system. They

can be highly accurate within vendor lines, but may be much

less so across them.

The construction and use of these techniques may be

somewhat difficult to understand-for those not trained in

the technique(s). For this reason, and because of- the

difficulty of validating a model across different computer
architectures, an analytic model or a simulation may hot be

perceived as fair when used in a fully competitive

procurement. The use of analytic modeling or simulation

does not conform to procurement regulations or GSA guidance

-14-
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when used inp a fully competitive procurement, although
Fed1eral Procurement Regulations (see Section 2) indicate
that such use is permissible ins a small or medium' size
system procurement (regardless of the degree of
competition).

Analytic modeling and simulation are often- relatively
costly, due to their complexity. Because they may be used
before an actual physical .system is available, they are
particularly- useful early in a system's life cycle. In
add#tion, they may be-applied later ih a system's life for
such purposes as predicting the impact of changing a system
before implementing the change. They may be used on many
different sizes and types of systems, although the scope of
any specific model or simulation may be more limited.
Because 'they lack accuracy and perceived faibrness across
vendor lines, analytic modeling and simulatioif may not be
acceptable to in a fully compet4tive procurement
[B079].

4.6 Benchmarking

Benchmarking is a common test by which different/ vendor
systems can be evaluated. It facilitates the verification
of the proposed system as to the time required to petform
the workload within certain predetetmined .service level"
requirements. Benchmarking may also be used during a

functional demOnstration to verify that a system has certain
funbtional 'capabilities. Appendix C of this document
identifies available guidelines for benchmarking.

4.6.1 Timed Benchmark Tests

Benchmarking involves measuring performance of an
actual candidate computer systei under a benchmark which is
designed to stress the system in the same, way as the
forecasted workload. The workload may be represented by a
set of real' and/or synthetic. benchmark problems (batch
programs, online activities). While most benAhmark problems
are designed to represent a certain workload category at a
given organization, some attempts have been made to devel p
standard benchmark problems that may be used repeatedly

rSuchi benchmark problems are usually designed to represent a
giveh category of workloads either in terms of functional or
resource usage characteristics.

"Since benchmarking involves the use of actual candidate
hardware and system software, it is inherently more accurate
than Simulation or analytic modeling. However, it requires'
more precise and detailed workload forecasting than these
other techniques._ This technique can be a good means of
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determining whether a candidate ,system can perform the
forecasted workload it the required service level. On the
same basis, benchmarking can also be used to determine the
amount of additional capacity available on a given system.

Actual benchmarks are relatively easy to understand;
synthetics are slightly less so. Benchmarking is easiest to
apply to systems.which are centralized and batch-oriented.
Since most systems today are terminal driven, remote
terminal emulator (RTE) was developed to benchmark online
workloads. The RTE is an independent computer system used
to emulate the terminal workload on a candidate computer
system. The "Use and Specifications of Remote Terminal
Emulation in ADP Acquisitions" [GS79] provides information
on when and how to use RTE during-the acquisition of systems
requiring an online component(s).

This technique conforms to Federal Procurement
Regulations, particularly for large systems. It may be
applied 'to p system only after the system physically exists.
Benchmarking typically adds significantly to the length and
cost of the procurement cycle.

Benchmarking is usually perceived to be fair, although
benchmarks may well be biased (deliberately or
unconsciously) Coward a specific vendor. It is a relatively
costly technique for' both the vendor and the procuring
agency.

The growth in numbers of smaller and less expensive
systems: and the increasing use of distributed systems have
made benchmarking less, cost-effective than it was for

centralized mainframe-based computer systems. The length of
the acquisition cycle in the Federal government has also

made benchmarking, like the "other system performance
evaluation techniques (simulation and modeling), less
useful, due to the lower long-range accuracy-of workload
projection and representation.

4.6.2 Functional Demonstrations

Functional demonstrations are usually designed to test
certain mandatory rdquirelents or desirable features that
cannot be satisfactorily evaluated from vendor proposals or
would- not be appropriate for inclusion in a-timed benchmark
test. This. evaluation technique can also be used in

combination with the techniques discussed above. The growth
in numbers of smaller and less expensive systems make this

evaluation technique more acceptable both for vendors and
procuring agencies. Al'so, the increasing use of
special-purpose application packages aip systems makes
functional demonstration a viable evaluation alternative.
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This technique conforms to regulations and GSA guidance,
depending on the size and complexity of the system being

procured.

4.7 Prototyping

Prototyping is an alternative evaluation technique, in

which the procuring agency funds selected vendors to develop
a prototype system. This evaluation technique should be

used only when the risk to the government is extremely high.
Factors to be considered using this method are discussed in

OMB Circular' A -1 q;9. Prototyping is much more costly and
time consuming than other evaluation techniques. However,
it reduces the risk of acquiring inappropriately sized
systems, since a prototype of an actual system is completely
developed by each vendor.

1
5. USE OF EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

iTab e 1, is a summary of the qualitative assssment of

those evaluation techniques which are described in Section
4, as to their relative accuracy, cost, and suitability.
Prototyping 'is not included. in this table, because it is
applicable only in special cases and its use is governed by

OMB Circular A-109. .The use of these alternatives might
require years to gain acceptance both by Federal agencies
and the -xendor compunity. Hotever, completed Federal
procurements [GE82] that benchmarking is not always
necessary for limited competition (e.g.; compatible system
only) of procurements that have under $2 million estimated
life cycle cost.

No.cost data is available on the use of the different
evaluation techniques in the same procurement. However, it
is well known that the cost of using benchmarking in

evaluating computer systems increases. Therefore, agencies
might consider the use of evaluation techniques other than

benchmarking for evaluating computer systems in their
procurement process.

The desired results of applying , any evaluation
technique are significantly impacted by the availabilty of ,

up-to-date information on the agency's workload
requirements. If an agency is to succeed in the acquisition
process, the agency shoad have an on-going procedure for
determinitt their requirements for computing resources. The

determination and forecasting of these requirements should_
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be an integral part of agencies' planning process`. Having
up-to-date information on the gency's workload requi °rements
would shorten the acquisition cycle, and would reduce the
cost of the evaluation process.

5.1 Use of Benchmarking

It is widely accepted (NA80] in the performance
evaluation community that benchmarking can provide,, an
unbiased and fair demonstration of the vendors' proposed
systems. However, this does not imply that an agencyiis
necessarily getting the most cost-effective system to
perform -'the workload. Presently no widely accepted
system-independent unit is available to measure 'EKE83] the
workload at the level required to represent 'the workload in
the benchmark. The lack of this unit of measure can lead to
the acquisition of over- or under -sized systems because the
workload is measured and represented in the Ioresent system's,
capabilities and not inthe cendidate system's.

A procuring .agency can acquire appropriately sized
systems by forecasting its workload with relatively high
degree of accuracy and representing its 'workload in the
benchmark in terms of:

1. Job origin (e.g., on-line, remote .batch, batch),

2. ADP operations performed (e.g., edit, update),

3. Time distribution of ADP operations performed,

4. Operational requir (e.g., priority,
security).

However, creating a high quality benchmark is an expensive
undertaking,. In procurements under $2 million estimated
life cycle cost, the benefits to be gained from the use of
benchmarking should be carefully evaluated. For large
dollar volume procurements, the agency should be'Haware of
the importance of benchmark representativeness in terms
identified above.

5.2 use of Alternative Evaluation Techniques

Athough no quantitative information is available on the
cost-effectiveness of the evaluation techniques currently
used in the same procurement, it te widely accepted that
benchmarking can be expensive and the results can be quite
inaccurate. There are certain- drawbacks, such as of
system-dependent unite of measure to express the workload
categories, that are often difficult to overcome., This
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problem coupled with other deficiencies in the benchmark
construction process, TRY make the estimated level of
obtainable accuracy unacceptable.

The use of simulation and modeling as the sole
evaluation technique is prohibited by.Federal Procurements
Regulations. However, simulation and modeling can be used
along with proposal data analysis experience of evaluators,
an rating charts ,i1p04,0V for limited , competitions.
Simulation'.. and modeling should alsO be 'considered to
complement benchmarking in.evaluating complex Systems with
networking requirements, or for validating the
representativeness , of -'3he' benchmarks, Functional
,demonstrations Should 111*9WIOnaidefe4 41.0oimbination with
Ober ,evelOOlOn'tc00440015 tithOrg. the venom OPRIonstrstes
certain _prescribed capabilities witbOut, regard to total
system performance. A.

Although, it has not beeb discussed as a separate
evaluation 'technique, the experience of other organizations
with similar systems' can'beused as an input for validating
equipment capaCity in OPIebination with other alternatives
described In this document.

6. SUMMARY

In light of the pievailing Federal Procurement
Regulatibna, GSA guidance, and the advantages and
disadvantages of the evaluation techniques discussed, there
is. no one best technique for evaluating computer systems in
the acquisition prooesa. -Senchmarking, is vei.y, expensive
both ,for vendorp and agencies durihg the procurement
process. HOwevery there are few alternatives fOr evaluating
medium and large scale computer systems in the Federal
government's competitive procurement environment.

The technAques,d1Acussed vary in complexity, accuracy,
cost, and itability.:Their, applicability can only be
determined on a-case-OpeiciSe basis. The wilily-dependent
(including application-dependent) factors and the general
factors-discussed in this document should provide agencies
with guidance for determining the most appropriate
evaluation technique for a specific procurement.

, .

In general, the selection and use of a'given evaluation
technique, should begoverned by its,coftreffectiveness to
the organization as ,a ,Whoti,^ including Abe 900 to the
vendors, , which is usually reflected back in higher cost to
the government over the long' term. The resources to be
expended in using an, Oval1110ion teclinique should be
commensurate 'witktilexpeoted, life-cycle cost of the

Planned- system,;,,An,*mecases the criticality of the
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'system in enabling the agency to fulfill its mission might
be a 'deciding factor over cost considerations.
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APPENDIX B

ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMAfION SOURCES

The study documented here used information drawn from
interviewing personnel of the organizations listed below..In some cases, MITRE staff members conducted the interviews.In other cases, 'draft reports 9f interviews conducted by GAOstaff for a sarate, -independent GAO study provided the
necessary information:,

Federal Organizations

Department of the Army, Computer 4stem Selection and
Acquisition. Agency
Department of Commerce, 'Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory
Department of Energy
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Treasury:

Bureau of Government Financial Operations
*Service Center

FEDSIM ,
, Internal Revenue Service

Marine Corps
National Aeronautics and Space4Administration

Goddard Scientific Applications Computing -Center
Goddard ManageMent Services Office

National Ihstitutes'of Health
Postal Service
Securities and Exchange Commission

Private sector Organizations

Amdahl Corporation
BGS Systems
Burroughs Corporation
CBEMA
Control Data torporation
Cray. Research

kDigital Equipment Corporation
Harris Corporation
'HoneyWell Corporation
International Business.Machines Corporation
Martin Marietta
Meshaming Valley Information Processing, Inc.
Texas Instruments.
Vion
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GUIDANCE ON BENCHMARKING

The results of the qualitative evaluation, of benchmarking

and its alternatives indicates that benchmarking is a viable
tool for evaluating vendors'. proposed systems, especially

for procurements over $2 million estimated life cycle cost.

Agencies planning to use benchmarkin* should find the

following documents useful: ENA771,' [NASD], and [GS79].

The "Guideline on Constructihg Benchmarks for ADP System

Acquisitions"' PIPS PUB 75 0480] describes how 'to construct
"representative" benchmarks to the ma*imum extent possible.
The remainder 'of this section is an extract from FIPS PUB 75
for emphasizing the importance (GE82) of the proper

dodumentation of the benchmark mix(es), the Live Test

Deeonstration (LTD) rules, and the tasting of the benchmark

by running each benchmark mix on Ole or more systems other

than the one on which it was develdped.

1. Prepare the Benchiark Package

_-
1.1 Document Each BtmChmark Mix

A functional description of'eackbenchmark problem, as well

as internal documentation within each problem, hould be

Provided in the benchmark package portion of the KFP.

English-language scenarios fdr batch and oh-lln benchmark

Problems should be provieed and, where possible,

supplementea with sample scH.pts., Sample results of the
benchmark, as well as the expected service time requirements
for the 'benchmark problemst'should be included as part of

the benchmark package. .41 glosaary of terms should also be

Provided to reduce any *misunderstandings. A general

block -- diagram - showing the itiput files and their origin

should be provided. For example, "file A generated by

program ABC," "proyided by the government. on tape 2,"

"vendor provided," "generated-by data generatot; program XYZ"

may be necessary qualifiers in such a description. The
detination of the output files should be depicted on such a

diagram. A description. of each file should ' include

information such as record length, blocking factor, number
of records in the file, access method, storage media on

which the file will reside when the benchmark is executed,

field definitions, data formats, etc. The data provided to

the vendors should be in a machine-independent forMat, and

the volume of data provided on magnetic tape should be kept

to a minimum. All data provided should be in compliance

with Federal,standards for media and interchange codes.

Constraints on modifications to the source code of benchalark

problems must also be documented. Manual modifications

beyond 'those necessary to interface with the vendor's system

)01W-14i-'4#7,*0WW



are normally not' allowed. Source 'or object code
optimization should be allowed only if the optimization
mechanism will be part of the standard software delivered
with the computer system (for example, the vendor's
off-the-shelf bptimizing compilers). The RFP should require
that each vendor meet with the agency benchmark. team a few
weeks before the-LTD so that. questions (on both sides)
concerning the nature of the benchmark and the LTD can be
resolved. Prior to such a meeting, the vendor should
furnish the following information to the benchmark team:

1. a diagram of the complete configuration that is
being propoped, for each' augmentation point, and thir
configuration(s) upon which the benchmark will be
run (if different than proposed);

2. complete source program and data file listings,
with a. complete description of any modifications to
benchmark Programa or scenarios (including the
exact changes made and reasons for the "changes);

3. compilation listings for all programs showing job
control information, compilation .maps, size of the
object modules, main (or ,virtual) memory
allocations, disk or drum allocations, peripheral
device requirements; also, complete listings of
program outputs, and any other listings which would
be a direct result of compilation and execution of
the benchmark (e.g., diagnostics, cross-reference
lists, etc.);

4. complete hardcopy of all operator/computer
communications generated during., compilation,
loading, and execution of each benchmark problem;

listing of all softwareI4,paCkages used to process
the benchmark problems,. including a list of all
system generation routines and other system
utilities that may be required (the software should
be identified by release and version),

a complete set of minuals* describing the system
generation for each prop?sed configuration.

1.2 Document the LTD Rules

The rules for setting up and performing the LTD must be
carefully .documented in the RFP in order to avoid any
misunderstandings between the vendors and the procuring
agency. Furthermore, if not stated elsewhere in tbe RFP,
the rules covering the, following should also be stated:
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1. allowable variations in the benchmark results;

2. acCeptance and evaluation criteria of the benchmark
results;

3. how the benchmark will be operated and supervised;

4. th#environment during the benchmark (as discussed
in more detail below).-

a. Timed Benchmark Tests

When practicaland only.,when it is believed necessary,'

the agency may .require that the 11111, complement of
components be configured during the. timed benchmark test,
even if only partially used by the benchmark, in order to
include the effects of device tables resident in memory,
operating system overhead, file placeMent, channel
contention, etc. (It should -be noted that because AUch° a

tequirement usually places an 'undue expense:on the vendors
and could limit the number of responding vendors, it should
be stated only when absolutely necessary.) For example, the
agency might require the vendor to configure a full
complement of disks on which a set of ".dummy" files might be
loaded. The allocation of these files to specific disks
should be done in the same maritigr as would occur for the
real workload; namely, the vendor should have the system
assign the files automatically, or the vendor should assign
them manually using whatever 'utilities and suggested
practices are contained in the vendor's user manuals. Care
should be taken ,to prevent the vendor from physically
arranging the data on or across disks in order to optimize
only the benchmark.. When it is not feasible to benchmark
the complete proposed configuration, the agency may require
the offeror to perform a functional demonstration for those
devices or components that were not part of the timed
benchmark test (see below).

.

The LTD itself must be well-documented. The execution
priorities of the benchmark mix problems, the allowable
number and actions-of.operating personnel, the number of
replications of benchmark problems in ,tbe benchmark mix,
which _programs may be resident in memorY, maximum/minimum
number of jobs/terminals active at any one time, and
e ecution constraints, if any; should all,be clearly stated.
T1e LTD documentation should also specify that the benchmark
demonstrations must use the same Versions and releases of
the software and hardware as proposed by the vendor in
response to the RFP, unless waivers are granted by the'

Government.

Pre-execution and start-up requirements must be
doeumented. This should include items such as preloading of
programs, files, databases, etc. prior to the timed test
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demonstration. When modifications will be made the
benchmark data files immediately prior to the test in order N
to reduce the effects of any vendor tuning to a spec 'fie set
of data the procedures for doing so should be rly
specified.

Benchmark validation data requirements must be
specified, That is, data should be requested which allows
the benchmark team to verify the accuracy of results, as
well as the correct performance of the benchmark. Sources
for such data might include accounting logs, console logs,

. printer listings, RTE logs, and hardware and software
monitor data:

b. Functional Dem nstrations

Instructions for erforming functional demonstrations
must also be, sp fled, if any are to be performed.
Functional demonstrations are usually designed to test
certain mandatory requireTents or desirable features that
cannot be satisfactorily evaluated from vendor proposals or'
would not be appropriate for inclusion in a timed benchmark
test. Examples. are data file security, utility
capabilities, speed and capabilities of unit record
equipment, and start-up and shut-down procedures. Component
parts of the functional demonstration should be keyed to
specific requirements in. the RFP that the functional
demonstration is designed *-1Lo test. Furthermore, at least
the following should beexplicitly described: the material
to be provided by the Government or vendor, what the
Government expects to observe, and the criteria used to
determine the acceptability of a given functional
demonstration. The reader is referred to FIPS PUB 42-1 for
additional guidance on conducting functional demonstrations.

1.3 DeVelop Internal Agency Documentation

In, addition to developing the above external
documentation which goes to the responding vendors, the
agency should also maintain its own internal docUmentation
on such items as the technical and policy decisions that
were made which affected the benchmark construction, the
data used to develop the workload forecasts, and the sources
from which benchmark problems and data files were obtained.
This information may prove useful later, espItc,ially over
long acquisition periods when changes to the benchmark team
are likely to occur.

'-29-
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2. Test the Benchmark.

There are several reasons for running each benchmark
mix on computer systems other than the current one,
especially on systems similar to those likely to be proposed
by the vendors, Running the mix on other systems can
provide valuable information on the transportability of the
benchmark problems from one-vendor's systemm to an another.
Doing so can also determine the correctness .and clarity of
both the benchmark Mix and the supporting documentation.
For example, errors introduced into a benchmark package
commonly involve incorrectly generated benchmark tapes,
incompatibilities' between the benchmark -problems and the
accompanying documentation, inconsistencies in , the
documentation, and even program logic errors. I* is likely.
that these and other errors will be detected if the
benchmark mix is rrun on one or more other systems,
especially if performed by personnel other than hose who
designed the mix, Running the mix on other systemss also
useful for determining the repeatability of the benchmark
problems by cqmparing the execution results to the results
obtained on 'the present system. -It is likely that the
numerical precision will not be lidentical on different
vendor systems, but it should be determined if the
difference in results -is --due- -to exeeution--errars- -or-- illy
numerical precision differeices on other vendor -systems.

It should be noted that some of the same problems
associated with; running the benchmark on the ageney's
current system may exist here also, notably, the need for a

(I
separate machine o function as an RTE and the need for
transaction or D MS software. For this reason, if the
complete benchma k cannot be run on another system, at least
significant portioni of it should be :run to -test/its
transportability.

Running the benchmark on other systems has value,
although -limited, for validating the benchmark timing., It
also gives some insight into the size of the. Systems likely
to be bid.

I.
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